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U,N,D,R,O, DISASTER MITIGATION MANUAL
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

**********
1, INTRODUCTION: AIMS, OBJECTIVES AND POLICY
FRAMEWORK OF THE
DISASTER MITIGATION MANUAL
AINS AND OBJECTIVES
This Executive Sommary is an introduction to the U13D20 Disaster
Mitigation Hanual, This Summary emphasises policy guidelines, wbile the
full Manual contains technical details, data and case studies.
Both this Executive Sumrary and the full Manual are important. Both
should be adopted by governments to assist their disaster mitigation
activities. This will reduce the over-reliance on disaster relief, which
is the inevitable consequence of inadequate resources, poor planning and
lack of foresight.
The objectives of this Executive Summary, and the full Manual, are to
disseninate the experience of disaster mitigation that has been gained
from a number of projects over several years in many countries. In this
way the risks from natural disasters will be reduced, and vulnerable
communities will be protected.
The aime of the Disaster Mitigation Manual, as introduced here, are
Tour-fold:
To stimulate awareness amongst national and regional planners to
include disaster mitigation and related preparedness aspects
into their overall land use planning proposals;
To help those senior planning officers to understand the nature
and ea tent of the various risks Paced by communities and
settlements, including,the effects of natural disasters-en
industry, commerce, and agriculture;
Te demonstrate »•ays and reans to reduce •hose risks, within the
Limito of the national socio-economic and socio-cultural
ccntext, throush proper decision-xaking and planning;
To introduce various neasures to implement disaster mitigation
plans at the different levels, based on risk assessment resulte
and proper decision-making.
The focas of the Manual particularly includes disaster mitigation
planning for the peor, who are nest affected by natural disasters but
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who are often forced by their economic circunstances to settle on
disaster and hazard prone land.
Two aspects of disaster vulnerability are addressed. First, there is the
physical vulnerability of communittes and nations, in the for of the
impact of disasters on buildings and infrastructure. Secondly, there is
the vulnerability of people who do not have the resources to protect
thenselves or to recover from disasters, owing to their low incone or
poor access to credit. The emphasis here, and in the full Manual, is on
the first of these two, but they are interconnected and the second
cannot be ignored.
The audience for this Executive Sunnary is the senior planning officers
of government who are responsible for disaster mitigation and other
related government policy arcas. The audience for the full Disaster
Mitigation Manual is the technical and planning personnel within the
sane and other organisations, who are responsible for preparing and
implementing disaster mitigation work.
THE POLICY FRAMEWORK
Efiective disaster mitigation does not just happen. It is created.
Moreover, it is created by hard work within government and nongovernment organisations, by striving to reduce the risks from disasters
and the vulnerability of their connunities and settlements.
The policy framework with which this occurs has three aspects:
• risk assessnent: defining the disaster and hazard problema to be
faced;
•

planning and decision-making: organising a response to these
risks;

• Implementation: translating piens and decisions finto action 'en
the ground'.
But these three important activities cannot opereta in a vacuum. The
context, or fourth aspect of the policy framework, is the government
adninistration, which provides opportunities, and constraints, for
disaster mitigation planning.
This policy framework is represented by the diagram in Figure 1.1. Xany
policy guidelines arise from this franework, and tríese are surrarised in
Table 1.1. In turn, these policy guidelines are ejaborated in later
aections of this Executive Sunnary and in the full Manual. Both the
policy framework and the policy guidelines stress that the three phases
pf effective disaster mitigation planning lie within the sphere of
government administration, which affects the efficiency and nature of
all other activities.
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Figure 1.1
Policy framework diagram
sunnarising the context and the
phases of effective disaster mítigation
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TabJe 1.1
P�,11.cy Guidelines far dtBi'-.F>ter lllit'igation

·rtu0re:f,::irt�, 1�"ir f:;OVBntmenr. fn.stit11t:f.m1a.? [rlJ.mB'knrlr for disaster
X,Jllt.lf,;c',;,;cm: :.:.,.,:ou) d e;rtif bit _pof:1;;u1..{ai .ÜJ," cb..rnge and grcnrl;h as
.:e1a1?l l> clg1:, nf di ¿astEr .:r!llx;r1¿;e.wen L g1·o'n'S, co,apet::nce ünproves, and
pro,,i11cit.l á!J..2 local com111Julties dc·,elop self-reliance;
-1.

:,.�_1,!01=t C'··?rJDLe, ev2ry a;::er.C']', ev,,ry volu,d;ary group, industry,
¡¿,,r.;,sr,uns;Dc dn_?fl1"-Cí'1fnt; lm .., s,u,11e 1:1b:,sme th0-,y c.a,.1 contribute to
r1E>1. rQC:uclJ.u.n :p....-acCtce.
Tlwrefon=:, tbrough its institutional élrrangements, the essential
tas.Ir oI govr:n.:1J»t'11t i.s to rec;ogniFJP ·/.;his potAn-t.ial, respond to
i::.,ftltdirres, n.l locate respansibilities, and coordinate effort
11•here 1;h./s Js :r,ecessary. 1 t is ¿;¡J so iJ1JportEmt .for governments to
provJde a lead, and give examples of disaster 1llitigati.on
practice in all that they do¡

*

Djt:IBster Initigation is wide ranging in scope, and complex in its
re2 aticmshi ps wi. th government :mi nit:;tri es a.nd agencies.
11ieret'ore, far e.ffectlve ci.isaster preparedJ1ess planning and risk
reducUDn, H. cJear allocatlou ot rolfa, 8.Tld responsibilities is
essentia}. 5'ucfJ task deflnition is needed bet,1een central,
provincial ernd Jacal governwent, and hetween sector agencies, to
f¡,�-ilitate the necessary cooperation, coorcilnation and efficient
uDe of scarce resources.

lt

;': ,t·'.nrL:11 go•-re.r:ir:r.:�::i.ts 11ced to develDp tbetr rif;k assess:ment
Cd/B,1Ji U l.'j
r;,:;;,.?:1ft"1r,s, 't is nene.:;saxy to i.;et up r<0sefjrcb and develop�nt
nr,:;11Dl,,3;1t:r. ,s, 'vb,,;·c,- 1,l:,f;t,P &rt: nut cdrcMc?y established, to
v:i,.ier1',�!za till ibP riecessary staga:: ::r 1-:LD.k ,,s::,essment.

The:refons, r:cllec::t .tnformatJcm in a s7stem::i.tic lOélnner on the
.-::requ12.De,7, :tl'd.'Jgnitude aJJ.d loc?ation oí ihe relevant ha.zards.
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Table 1.1 (Policy Guidelines) continued
t

Data is also necessary on vulnerability.

Therefore, collect information in a. systematic manner on the
vulnerability of co111JJJunities, buildings a.nd economlc activities
-to the effects of natural hazards and disasters.
*

Predict:ton nf :future bazards and disasters is a key to effective
1'1itigation planning.

T11erefore, d12velop the predictive abilities of the research and
develop�€nt orsanisations responsible for risk assessment.
t

Risk 12Bsessniev-t- ehould not be undertaJren in is'olation from
planning and decision-nrdking.

1J,erefore, est?Jblish, 111élintain and develop links between the
gE·o-sdentists working in risk assessment organisations a.nd the
land use, planning and other organisations, so that the results
of risk assess�ent p1ogra!I1]])es can be useful and used.
PLAIDHJIG Afil) DECISION-XAKrnG
i

Efficient allocation of resources. Expenditure
mitigntion means that other uses of the scarce
be made: tbe opportunity for other expenditure
The economic health of the country in question
decisions concerning disaster mitigation.

on disaster
resources cannot
must be forgone.
is affected by

Therefore, the efficiency of erpenditure on disaster :mitigation
:x;.ust be ma:rir,Jised, and the resources al 1 ocated to disaster
mltigation should be valued at their 'opportunity cost' (the
value to society of the next best alternati ve use of those
resources).
*

Comprehensive plann1ng and decision-making. Decision-making far
disaster mitigation can easily be dominated by short-term
considerations, especially immediate]y after a disaster or the
threat c,f a disaster which will creat.e a 'window of
upportu�ity'. However, policies, plans and projects developed in
this wcy without due care are ljable to be ineffective or
ineffici�nt, Bnd to have unintended consequences.

'J:/wreft:1:rl'c!, decision-making _for disaster mitigation should be as
comprchensive ns possible, 11nd review a range of alternative
strateg.ies aga.inst clear criteria <such as economic efficiency,
or social equity) so tbat objectives are a,et and the performance
is evalua.ted to ensure tbe spread and continuation of best
practic,:2s.
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Table 1.1 (Policy Gu4 delines) continued

• Planning and decision naking is a continuous process. It is not
something that is only undertaken occasionally, when it appears
necessary, or by particular agencies which have 'planning' in
their titles. Disaster mitigation planning should occur in
virtually all agencies, all of the time, at a level
proportionate te the risks being Paced.
Therefore, adoption of more systematic approaches can be
initiated at any stage and not Just with the definition of a new
problem or the occurrence of a disaster: it is not wise te watt
until everything is in place before beginning the disaster
mitigation planning process.

IPPLEHEITATION
• The ma,Jor opportunity to develop and/or implement measures will
occur in the wake of a naJor disaster. This is due te the
temporary high profile of disaster preventive action, which
should be taken advantage of to secure resources and decisions.
Therefore, plans should be developed and where there are
political or other obstacles to tbeir implerentation they should
be raintained .in readiness for irplementation at the appropriate
time, such as when a disaster provides the necessary
opportuntity for swift action.

• Experience indicates that the peor are most at risk from
disasters.
Therefore, priority is necessary for appropriate reasures to
protect the the poor and their property. Such measures will
include economic inputs and community level programmes.

A balanced implementation strategy includes 'fail safe' measures
which can be used if other measures are not acceptable or are
not effícient.
Therefore, it is advisable not to confine mitigation to a single
measure, such as laws. Implementing hazard mitigation planning
is strongest when there is an interrelated strategy of mnny
parallel approaches.

Disaster HltigatIon ;',anual: Draft Executive Summary
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2, GOVERNMENT ADMINISTRATION FOR RISK REDUCTION -1
POLICY GUIDELINES FOR INSTITUTIONAL DESIGN

There are three main policy
guidelínes for the design of
institutions and institutional
arrangenents for hazard and
disaster nitigation. Care needs
to be taken when adapting
existing arrangenents to neet
Lv
there guldelines, so as to fit
disaster ndtigation functions with other arcas of governnent policy.
Disaster occurence is a dynamic and uncertaixi procesa.
Ilerefore, the governi2nt institutional framework for disaster
iwanagement should exhibit potential for change and growth as
knowledge of disaster management grows, competence improves, and
provincial and local communities develop self-reliance;
Alnost everyone, every agency, every voluntary group, industry,
government departnent has some neasure they can contribute to
risk reduction practice.
Therefore, through its institutional arrangeeents, the essential
tasa of governnent is to recognise this potential, respond to
Initiatives, allocate responsibilities, and coordínate effort
where this 1s necessary. It is also important for governnents to
provide a leed, and give examples of disaster ndtigation
practice in all that they do;
Disaster initigation is wide ranging in acope, and complex in its
relationships with governnent ninistries and agencies.
Therefore, for effective disaster preparedness Planning and risk
TeductIon, a olear arlocation .of roles and/responsibilities Is
essentlal. Such tasa definition la needed between central,
provincial and local government, and between sector agencies, te
facilítate ihe necessary cooperation, coordination and efficient
use of acerco resources.
However, each country operates in a different economic and political
environaaent, which affects all that its government does. The
International political situation nay also be crucial, as will be the
state of the national economy of the disaster-prone country.
Hans for disaster mitigation therefore have to be realistic, and be
designed te operate within the current political and economic situation,
rather than against it:

Disaster Mitigation Manual: Draft Executive Sumnary

1IITIATION
There is no one perfect way to begin. There have been many points of
departure. Risk reduction measures against natural hazards may have
been routinely practised by public works engineers and river basin
authorities. Local communities may practise measures to lessen risk of
lose of homes. However, nono of this may be happening.But disaster strikes. A government emergency response is me de. It is
recognised as being fess than effective. There is a call to ensure a
more efficient response, for efforts te be made to reduce the risks.
Government thus decides to intervene in national life to achieve risk
reduction and to ensure disaster preparedness.
Interventions by government in
disaster management activities
can be thought of as
constituting a disaster 'cycle'
(as shown in Figure 2.1).
This cycle is followed by
another of rehabilitation,
reconstruction and of improved
preparedness and relief
organisation. In this second
cycle opportunities arase to
apply carefully thought-out
risk reducing or mitigating
measures.
Preparedness and risk reduction - or mitigation - can be thought of as
being two sides of the sane coin. To the extent that mitigation is not
practised, so preparedness needs to increase in scale. Humanitarian
issues dominate the relief phase and penetrate that of preparedness.
Economic issues tend to dominate mitigation procedures and practico. The
role al government is always central, however, and its administration
must reflect this role.
PATTERNS OF AINIZISTRATIOff
Once decided on a national response to natural hazards and disasters a
Government will generally estab]ish a small Task Force (or 'limited time
period cumndttee. ) to define an organisation and propase its torras of
reference. Establishing this task force requires political will and
resources.
The toros of reference for the task force or committee's own work may
have been given only in outline. An early assignment will be to develop
its own terns of reference in an expanded forra in order te brief itself
and its advisers (see the example in Table 2.1),
The task force and its advisers will be most effective if they are asked
te prepare their recommendations to fit within the existing pattern cf.

U.N.D.R.O. Disaster Mítigation Manual: Draft Executive Summary
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Table 2.1
Suggested Tercos of Reference
for a National Hazard Mitigation Task Force

• reviewing existing data relating to national hazards and disasters;
• recommending an organisational framework that can ensure effective
use of existing and supplemented resources so as to respond to the
risks;
• assessing the role and functions of any separate government
organlsation set up to carry througb risk reduction, preparedness
and relief actions;
• recognising the recurrent, maintenance and new project
responsibilities of government departments, so as to assess the need
for additional resources to review how mitigation of the risks might
be approached strategically;
drafting the content for a Law/Ordinance (should one not exist);
• establishing the role and duties of individuals and organisations in
a counter disaster framework;
*

devising a time schedule, in draft, of the implementation periods
for acting on the recommendations made;

• advising on the role for non-government organisations
advising on any further assistance that may be required to act on
the recommendations if they are accepted by government.

(Note: this Executive Surrary and the associated
Manual does not address itself to the
planning of disaster relief measures)

U.Z.D.R.O. DisaE.,ter kitigation Manual: Draft Executive Sumnary
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governnent administration. Four basic forma of national organisation
offer different opportunities and constraints (seo Figure 2.2):

Figure 2.2. Models of government administration
for risk reduction

.SEE NEX T
PAGE L1,o A

• In lodel 1, aboye, the organisation/directorate is embodied in the
Chief Ulnister's Office and includes high level representation from
Hinistried and- their executive aepartments;
This nodel is successful if the Chief Minister gives full
support to disaster mitigation. However, if this commitnent is
not sustained, then this model will not operate satisfactorily.
• In Mode'. 2 the organisation/directorate is itself nade a Hinistry
(possibly inco -porating Reconstruction and Rehabilitation as
parallel ministerial tasks);
This model gives olear identity tu disaster mitigation, but
takes away important disaster mitigation responsibilities from
other key Ministries and agencies.
• In lodel 3 each Ministry or tts executive department has a Disaster
l'reparedness and LAtigation Unit wbich has a representativo os a co-
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ordinating committee which is managed by ene of the Ministries (e.g.
Ministry of Social Welfare, or Housing and Local Government);
This can perpetuate unsatisfactory competition between
Ministries and result in 'buck passing'. However it does ensure
that all responsible agencies are involved.
In Redel 4 disaster mitigation is the responsibility of a semiautonomous body. A Disaster Response Council or a Counter-Disaster
Assistance Organisation le estab7ished, reporting infrequently to
the Chief Minister (although perhaps only through the Annual Report
procese);
This model can result in mere tokenism, although a separate
'think tank' for disaster mitigation can be useful.
Two variante of these include:
Any of the aboye but with Emergency Services, Search and Rescue and
Relief Organisation operating almost completely independently of the
National Disaster Management Organisation - which is responsible for
overseeing the disaster cycle as a whole;
*

Any of the aboye but with representation on government committees of
private industry, commerce and voluntary agencies.

Government precedent in administration will influence the choice between
these six possible systems. Some general criteria apply, however, if
effectiveness is te result:
1. The expression of political will needs embodinent at the
highest possible level. This is essential, since both
preparedness and risk reduction practises are 'horizontal'
activities and cut across the 'vertical' responsibilities of
sector ministries.
2. The Yational Disaster Organisation should have a permanent
staff. This need not be large.
3. Using its legal standing the Organisation has leading and
co-ordinating functions throughout all governnent
departnents on the subjects defined in its operating terms
of reference.
4. On the whole the Organisation should rely upen the existing
government structure. For this to be effective, the
Organisation has te obtain and maintain the commitment and
support of departments and authorities having access te
resources and expertise.
5. Any national level Organisation should have an internal
administration that reflecte both its taras of reference and
the political will and need for continuity of leadership and
direction.

U,N.D.R.O. Disaster Hitigation Manual: Draft Executive Summary
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This leadership, guidance and direction can only be effective if the
representation of interested parties is complete. In addition to senior
representation from Xinistries and Departments, authorities having a
specific geographic responsibility have significant interest and
resource contributions to offer (e.g. urban development bodies,
irrigation projects and river authorities). Universities, Engineering
Institutes, voluntary agencies all can offer contributions in planning
and implenentation.
OI3JBCTIVES OF THE NATIONAL DISASTER ASSISTANCE ORGANISATION
Vhen the lask Force has reported, the Government may then respond and
set up a more permanent body to develop the recommendations or express
the will embodted in a Disaster Xanagement Act.
The work of this more permanent National Disaster Organisation is
directed towards co-operating with other organisations and conmunities
to achieve greater local self-reliance in responding to the risks from
natural hazares. The National Disaster Organisation thereafter
organises its programe of activities to reflect these aims and means,
as suggested in Table 2.2.
As the co--ordinator of national counter-disaster operations the
Organisation allocates by delegation the necessary responsibilities to
other agencies and departnents. In this respect hazard and risk
reduction studies are prinarily a task of regional and international
liaison and interpretation. However the Organisation needs to identify
measures designed to prevent the effects of natural phenomena resulting
in mejor disasters.
Detailed execution of the measures are then the responsibilities of
designated departments, as are preparedness and relief neasures designed
to achieve rapid effective response in face of natural hazard. This
includes short term rehabilitation, which involves immediately
executable programes often te be cerned out through voluntary agencies
within orle month of the declaration of a provincial or national
disaster. These neasures should be so designed as to not pre-empt more
widely based medium and long tern mitigation rehabilitation and
constructiun.
2ISX PFDUCTION LI THE EATIONAL DISASTER NANAGEBEIT PLAN
It is impracticable and undesirable te attempt to concentrate all
arran3ements ion disaster mangement In the National Disaster
Organisation, because many mitigation measures are local in origin and
routine in nature. The concept of disaster management is, therefore,
based upen the fnllowing specific policy guidelines:
The encouragement and support of local self-reliance in the face of
disasters, and of local accountability for performance under
eoergency conditions.

Disaster Kitijatton Manual: Draft Executive Summary
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Table 2.2
Programming responsibilities
of a National Disaster Organisation

• monitoring and evaluating the execution of functions designated
under-the Disaster Management Act 198xx
• establishing liaison with agencies and persons pursuing hazard and
risk reduction studies and the commissioning such studies;
• preparing a National Disaster Management Plan;
• ensuring that disaster prevention and mitigation measures are
reviewed by appropriate agencies, when development'projects are nt a
feasibility stage;
ensuring that disaster mitigation procedures are followed within
responsible agencies and by the private sector;
the promotion of community self-reliance and accountability in
disasters;
*

ensuring national preparedness;
the identification of, and the setting of, performance levels in
relief work;

• the possible stock-piling of emergency supplies;
establishing and maintaining effective liaison with Provincial and
1etropolitan disaster organisations;
undertaking public awareness campaigns and assisting other
organisations to do so;
organising and encouraging training programmes for teams and for key
persons;
evaluating applications for disaster assistance preparedness and
mitigation funding (through a sub-committee);
• superintending the activitles of the National Emergency and Coordination Centre (if this is a separata body);
other programmes as may arise or be delegated to the Organisation.

(Note: this Executive Summary and the associated
Manual does not address itself to the
planning of disaster relief mensures)

U.Z.D.R.O. Disaster Mitigation Manual: Draft Executive Summary
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fhe allocation of responsibilities for the detailed planning and
execution of relief operations in the provinces and metropolitan
areas to their respective governments.
The defining of the National Disaster Organisation,function as
ensuring that Provincial, Retropolitan and local conmunity plana
cone into being and to provide co-ordinating functions linked with
regional and International level preparedness.
In so far as it is possible, energency planning should conform to
the normal administrative chaina of comnand, where these are
responsive to the connunities' needs.
ff

To ensure that mitigation and prepardness responsibilities are
spread widely; te use available resources effectively through
delegation te existing agencies as an extension of their specialist
skills.
The llational Disaster Management Plan allocates responsibilities so
that agencies and departments can contribute to the collective
purpose, undertake mitigation strategies in areas of the specific
concern, and prepare energency and contingency plana that can be
integrated with others to support local self reliant effort.

In this way mitigation procedures do not constitute a separate programne
of government. Rather the attitudes conveyed lead to changed designa
and practices in a wide range of existing progranres. The mitigation
strategy will forra Just ene of the plana of the national disaster plan
portfolio. The objectives will include:
-

encouragement of self-reliance
ensuring that mitigation supports developmental efforts
ensuring that guidelines to good practise are widely known.

The following also have to be considered:
information for plan preparation
characteristic knowledge bases
formulation of a national risk reduction strategy
mitigatIns measures
the risk reduction strategic plan
risk reduction in the community
mitigation and the economy
• risk reduction and the development process
4

•
•
▪
▪
•

TEM UORK OF 'ME DISASTER ORGANISATIOA
The effectiveness of a Disaster Organisation is hlgbly dependent upon
the admInistrative and technical leadership of its chief officers,
together with their ability to maintain a representative committee
structure and a coherent decision making framework.

U.N.D.R.O. Disaster Xitigation Manual: Draft Executive Sumnary
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In this respect, it is human for committees to sink rapidly to the
lowest level of representation offered by any one of its constituent
members. Status is involved. ale does not atttend a conetnittee which
colleagues of the sane level of office in parallel organisations ignore.
Then the Disaster Management Organisation becomes side tracked. Its
work perhaps supported by enthusiasts but 'out of sight' of the
government administration as a whole.
nís zust not happen to your comadttee! The presence and pressure for
action by the Chief Minister or Cabinet Minister responsible is a help.
It is easder to maintain high level reprensentation if those who have to
attend do not have to do so too often. And when they do attend they
find the meetings very well structured: pointing to big decisons and
with well sumnarised background papera indicating what decisions would
be consistent with the objectives of the task force - to improve
preparedness and improve risk reduction - and satisfy Wider government
economic and developmental objectives.
The use of a separate executive group and a working group to handle or
study particular elements of the disaster organisation's work is a key
to keeping key meetings olear for major ítems of decisions. With such a
framework of committee and workshop there is a greater possibility of
considering issues thoroughly and in an environment suited te coming to
decisions. Such choices are not finally a matter for a Disaster
Organisation but their mitigation report will forra a key element in the
justification to government of project design, cost and location.
INSTITUTIONAL AND POLICY APPRAISAL
Evaluating the disaster mitigation effectiveness of government and its
administration requires a two-fold approach:
• appraising existing government polioles in all relevant areas
• appraising existing government practice
• appraising existing government .institutions relevant to disaster
mitigation
Government polioles, To alleviate disaster-caused problema in a
reaningful way governments may have to stop or shift certain other
pulicies which at first sight do net appear to be relevant to disaster
mitigation.
Complete policy shifts may be necessary, for example te stop subsidising
agricultural develupments in disaster-prone areas which encourage people
te =ve there. jt may also be necessary te discontinue public building
prograrumes in there oreas, since any government development will
encourage private development and thus increase vulnerability.
Therefore all related government policy areas need to be reviewed by a
ríational Disaster Organisation, to prevent the build up of vulnerability
caused by the unintended effects of government land use, agrdcultural or
inded any other policies. Implementing any such policy shift may
involve, or necessitate, institutional change. This is because the
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institutional status-quo may block policy change an- thus inhibit
comprehensive and meaningful disaster mitigation.
Any planned approach to disaster mitigation by a National Disaster
Organisation must also examine all government policiesand practices
which might be exacerbating vulnerability in the relevant crea. Those
sectors which need attention in this respect include at least the
following:
▪ agricultural policy
•building regulations
* land use planning
* transportation policy
* regional development policies
* social security support services
forestry
* water resources
The questions to be addressed in this policy analysis include the
following:
1. Is any aspect of these government polioles directly or
indirectly contributing to the occupation of disaster-prone
areas?
2. Are any government polioles or practices directly or indirectly
exacerbating the vulnerability of communities occupying
disaster-prone areas?
3. What policy shifts are needed to reduce the vulnerabilityincreasing effects of existing government polioles?
These questions should be addressed at a senior government level, with
adequate inter-departnental consultations.
Government structures. The institutional structures of those parts of
government with responsibilities for disaster mitigation may not be
adequately tailored to the types and levels of risk experienced by the
country concerned.
Government institutional structures therefore need to be evaluated to
determine their officiency and effectiveness in responding appropriately
to reduce risks and vulnerability. Consideration should be given to the
appropriateness of the following:
* institutional policy objectives
* administrativa Jurlsdiction
1 financial resources
•enforcenent powers
▪ adeinistrative flexibility and discretion
* staff quantity and quality
•decision making effectiveness
What is important in this analysis is that disaster mitigation In many
situations may be more to do with correcting certain existing policy and
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instutional imperfections, ratber than the investment of new resources
in the hope of 'buying' communities out of their vulnerable situations.
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S R ISK ASSESSMENT

FOLICY GUIDELITIFS
Five main policy guidelines are
important for risk assessment.
These Will determine the way
that risk assessment is
approached, the personnel
involved, the sequence of data
collection programes, and the
links between the risk
assessment and settlenent
planning.
Lational governn?ents need to develop their risk assessment
capability.
Therefore, it is necessary to set up research and developnent
organisations, where there are not already established, to
undertake all the necessary stages in risk assessment.
Data is necessary on hazard and disaster occurrence.
Therefore, collect information in a systenatic .manner on the
frequency, magnítude and location of the relevant hazards.

Data is also necessary on vulnerability.
Therefore, collect information in a s stenatic nanner on the
vulnerabílity of comnuníties, buildings and econonic activities
to the effects of natural hazards and disasters.

Prediction of future hazards and disasters is a key to effective
mitigatIon planning.
Therefore, develop the predictive abilities of the research and
development organisations responsible for risk assessment.

Rislc asseesnant ehould not be undertaken in isolation from
planning and decision-uaking.
Therefore, establish, nalntaín and develop linirs between the
geo-sctentists working in risk assessment organisations and the
l a cd use planning and other organisations, so that the results
of rísJi assessAbont programases can be useful and used.
PISX ASSE=IT CAPABILITY: ESTABL1SRING NULTIDISCIPLIMIRY TASX FCRCES

For meaningful risk assessment, specialist nulti-disciplinary task force
groups nre needed, to include geoscientists, engineers, planners,
environmentalists, economista and sociologista/anthropologists. These
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groups need to identify hazardous land in and around centres of
population and to nake a detailed analysis of these hazard prone zones.
The task force groups should initially be organised (i.e. for 1 year) on
an ad hoc basic, with their own funding, temporary staff and equipment.
Full use of maps. serial photographs, satellite inages and statistical
data ofall settled land should be guaranteed without restriction.
ln the nedium tern these ad hoc task force groups should be converted
int° more established forms of co-operation between the settlenent
planning teams, and the organisations responsible for geo-scientific and
environmental assessments. The regional adndnistration should play an
important role in drafting regionally applicable policy guidelines
within a national policy on disaster mitigation.
In the longer tern a more regular forro of co-operation between planning
teams and Institutos responsible for geo-scientific and environmental
studies should be institutionalised as a fully integrated section in
settelement planning teams.
SEQUENCE OF DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS
There are three basic stages in the sequence of risk assessment:
Definition of causes, The causes of hazards and disasters must
be established before other data is collected;
Assembling the historical record. This data is the baseline for
predicting futuro, hazard and disaster events.
Predicting future hazards and vulnerability. These predictions
are the baseline for planning and decision-naking for hazard
nitigation.
Following these stages carefully and systematically should result in
data useful to those naking plans and taking decisions about hazard
nitigation. HAZUD DATA COLLECTIOH A= DATA HANAGMMUT
The rapid growth of settlenents in hazard prono areas calla for careful
studies of the environment, terrain configuration, and sub-soil
conditions, particularly in the sub-urban zones.
It is therefore essential, to indicate clearly with which variables to
describe the different aspects of environnent, terrain configuration,
and sub-soil conditions; the -farm in which they should be presented; the
type and forro of data needed, and how this infornation should be
comnunicated to the various professions involved in its use (Table 3.1).
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Table 3.1
Types of hazards and disasters discussed
in this Executive Sumnary and Manual
PRINCIPAL FLOOD HAZARDS
The main hazards, poned by !apode, can be sumnarized as follows:
-

Rain falling in the flood-susceptible areas and their innediate
surroundings;
Heavy rains and/or snowmelt in the upper catchment;
Incursions of sea water along exponed coasts and particularly
where an important tidal range exists and strong on-shore winds
occur.

The main parameters for flood assessment include:
-

Location and size of flood piale areas;
Meteorological data on rainfall amounts and intensities
Hydrological data on nagnitude and frequency of floods;
Hydraulic data on flood flows.

PRINCIPAL EARTHQUAKE HA7ARDS
Earthquake danage may be caused by various types of earthquake:
-

Ground shaking of different severities;
Differential ground settlement; soil liquifaction;
hand and mudslides, ground lurching and avalanchas;
Ground displacements along faults;
Flood from dam failure, tsunamis and seiches;
Fires resulting from earthquakes;
Pollution from chemical and similar plants resulting from damage
of plante due te earthquakes.

The other earthquake hazards are related to water, Fire and
polldtion, as a secondary effect of the aboye mentioned prinary
earthquake hazards. Secondary effects sometimes could be of much
larger scale tban those caused by ground shaking and soil
instabilities.
The main parameters for earthquake hazard assessment include:
-

Location and size of known hazard zonas;
The number and nagnitude of earthquakes experienced in each
zone;
The geological, geomorphological and hydrological
characteristics of each zona;
Threshold magnitudes;
The correlation between seizmic intensity and distance;
Tectonic mapa;
Peak ground acceleration data.
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Tab.e 3.1 continued

PRINCIPAL FA7ARDS FROM HIGH VILDS
The main causes include:
-

Tropical cyclones;
Tornadoes;
Thunderstorns;

The main parameters for assessment include;
-

Wind speed records;
wind dtrection data;
Associated pressure conditions and rainfall.

PRINCIPAL LANDSLIDING HAZARDS
The basic causes of slope instability include:
-

Those inherent in the rock or soil, in its composition or
structure;
Those, like inclination of undisturbed slopes, that are
relatively constant;
Those that are variable, such as groundwater levels;
Those which are transient (seismic vibration) and some are
imponed by new events, such as construction activity
Those landslides which are triggered by rainfall or earthquakes
(or both).

The basic parameters for landslide assessment include:
-

Geological data (lithology);
Geomorphological data (slope angles, etc);
Hydrological data (especially groundwater);
Seismicity.
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Type and form of data
The complexity and interdisciplinary character of urban planning and
Implementation require olear concepto. A key question is which maps,
data, and decision-making tools are required for the various project
phases and sub-phases in order to implement plano at regional and local
level in accordance with timing and budgets fixed in development plano.
Apart from different types of geo-scientific data, different forms of
land use, socio-economic and demographic data will also be required at
the various stages of decision making, planning and Implementation. The
farm of information, including the level of accuracy, speed of data
collection required and the scale, all need to be in line with the
requirements of each project phase.
Sourceo of information
Many sources of hazard information exist. Aerial photographs and
satellite images, intensively used by geo-scientists but still nucb leso
by planners, are a very useful source of information. They reduce the
cost and time of geo-scientific assessments since a rational and costeffective progranne can be devised for minimal field research,
drillings, and/or geo-physical measurements.
However, tbis data is of only marginal use for information dissenination
to and comnunication with the prime users of numerical information:
economists, sociologists, administrators, and other groups involved in
decision making, Therefore spatial and statistical data need to be
combined.
The combination of remate sensing techniques (aerial photographs and
satellite inages) and microcomputers can, if fully integrated in the
whole assessment and planning team, improve information dissemination
and comnunication between the various professionals involved in both
planning and economic evaluation.
.This facility will enable the teams to propase alternative plano, with
different scenarios, as a basis for socio-economic and political
decision making provided that uniform data collection and mapping
techniques are applied.
Creation of data banks
Disasters should be viewed as a problem of economic development and
that, as with all sucia problems, they should be resolved in a systenatic
manner by concertad action beginning at the level of national data
collection.
Tberefore data banks en disaster-related topics should be establisbed at
local, as well as at regional and national level. The data should be
assembled in a uniform way, including all location and severity data,
and data regarding the expected hazard return periodo. They should also
include land use, socio-economic and cultural data of all elements at
risk in the hazard prone land.
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The data for the cata bank should be collected and analysed in such a
manner that economic evaluations can be made for the various scenarios
as a basis for plan fornulation and decision making.
Information dissendnation and connunication
Connunication of information between experts in different disciplines
._often causes imnense problens. The nost comnonly practised form of
information dissemination and Cónnunication between geascientists,
environmentallsts and settlement planners, occurs when the engineer
requests specific zape and data from these disciplines.
The problem of communication between the geoscientist and the
environmental planner can the one hand, and the land use planner, en the
other, should not be ignored. It gradually increases with the increasing
and more conplex role of the environmental sciences in urban
development,
Bringing the geoscientist, environmentalist and land use planner more
closely together at an early stage of settelenent development planning
and disaster nitigation should therefore be encouraged and actively
stinulated. This is the pre-planning phase, prior to socio-economic and
political decision-makíng on future settlement extensions and
improvements. It is best pursued as a learning procese using the task
force approach.
Presentation of data
The forn and content of geoscientific and environmental assessnents for
settled land, and particularly the manner of presentation, should be
applopriate to the needs and capabilities of the user.
Virtually all natural phenomena liable to cause disasters Share one
common feature. This is that although it may not be possible at the
present stage of scientific knowledge to forecast when they are going to
happen, it is often pcssible to predict with a reasonable accuracy where
they are likely te occur, for example in flood plains, seismic areas or
slopes liable to landslides.
Hazard naps are therefore basic to both risk assessment and data
presentation and communication between professionals. A hazard zoning
map is a reans of the presenting hazard levels together with the
probable assnciated intensity of magnitude of each hazard zona. The map
consiste of a series of delined areas of particular magnitude or risk
level, Bestues dividing the aren te be studied finto zonas, having
different hazard probabilities, the map may provide other relevant data
such as the extent of damage where the hazard occurs, hazard duration,
erosion, sedinentation etc.
Othar products el risk assessnent should be directly applicable to
decisivo action concerning practical preventivo or corrective neasures,
land use planning, proponed construction, legIslation, insurance or
whatever purpose is invelved. There actual needs nust be deternined,
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and the leas that intermediate interpretation of the scientific results
is required, the more direct and effective the resulta will be.
This does not mean that the final product should only consist of a
greatly simplified presentations, readily grasped by the layman, but the
data presented should be sufficiently user-orientated.
LOSS ASSESSMENT AND VULNERABILITY ANALYSIS
In effective risk assessment, hazard assessment - and associated mapping
is followed by vulnerability analysis to determine the communities,
buildlugs and economic activities that are at risk from natural
disasters.
Vulnerability analysis

Vulnerability analysis is basically
an inventory and analysis of
elements at risk, including all
Televent socio-economic and
cultural data in the area
identified as hazardous. Based on
hazard assessment and the
Identification of hazard tones, the
vulnerability analysis is intended
to examine and evaluate risk, and
to estimate the level of acceptable
risks in connection with socioeconomic conditions and political
interests.

Por existing situations, the risk is probably atable. But
vulnerability analysis and risk assessment in existing situations
is only half way to solving the problem. Proposals for
improvement are necessary. Otherwise only the status quo is
given to decision makers, which is probably already known, or
expected.
For new developments, the risk aspect is flexible. Changes in
land use can be combined with improvement of the existing
conditions. 'nen an analysis can be made in respect to economic
benefit and safety level.
Vulnerability analysis is not a purely technical matter. It is a
multidisciplinary problem involving socio-economic and oven
political Judgement because disasters affect not only the
physical environment, but the whole social and ecological system,
political structures and economic activities.
The level of acceptable risk can determine the policy for
reduction of the hazard, integrated .'_nto the general development
Planning processes. Such a policy would estimate tha
technological and economic capacity to absorb the difference
between "hish risk" and "optimum risk" in relation to the costa
of rick reduction. It would establich a body for inspection and
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control, and it v.suld set up criteria for risk evaluation and for
estinating acceptable risk levels.
Risk and lose assessment

Risk assessment means the
Integrated analysis of the risk of
a hazardous system of activity and
their significance in an
appropriate context. It
incorporates risk estination and
risk evaluation. Risk assessment
can be nade on the basis of both
empirical and theoretical data.
Full inventories (i.e. by
structural type and presented by
number and floor area) are needed
for risk assessment calculations.
Loss assessenents can be nade,
based upon enpirical data in the
field, after a disaster has
occurred.

In order to reduce coste and time for these risk and lose
inventories, existing statistical and spatial technical data
banks from various government bodies should be used. Only those
data which are needed in addition to available data should be
collected, either in the field or through remote sensing
techniques.
Tbese new data should be incorporated in the total "knowledgebank" of the government, for balanced decision naking for
settlement and planning, thereby including the reduction of risks
as one of the elements in comprehensive development.
The reliability of risk assessments is closely related to the
quality and quantity of the existing data, such as available
geological, hydrological and land use data, maps, aerial
photographs, satellite inages and statistical data.

RESULTS AND OUTPUTS
One of the most important resulte of an efficiently managed risk
assessment programe will be the continuing development of
organisations, Institutes or a team of professionals with the capability
to undertake risk assessments. This should be coupled with en active
research and development programe te contine to develop skills and
expertise in this arcas.
A continuing record will aleo be established of hazards and disasters
that have occured in the past. What aleo will result is an increasing
predictive capability by the relevant experts that will help to forecast
the location and severity of hazard events in the futuro.
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In addition the hazard assessment programes undertaken by these
organisations and teams will produce maps and other data, for planners
and decision-makers, which define hazard risk zones. Vulnerability data
and maps will also define the populations and buildings at risk in these
zones, and the economic activities that could suffer from futura hazards
and disasters. This data then forms the baseline from which planning and
decision-making can begin.
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4, PLANNING AND DECISIDN—MAKING

THE WEED FOR A SYSTEXATIC LPPROACH
Countries, regions and
connunities need to respond as
systematically as possible to
the natural disasters that they
Pace. If they do not do this,
their scarce resources will be
s'asted, and their conununities
will face unnecessary loas of
both life and property.

r

-

The need to indentify plana to
mitigate disasters follows
directly on from the accurate assessnent of risks: that assessment
indicates the scale of planned response that is necessary. Planning then
leada to the adoption and iMplementation of neasures and strategies to
reduce these risks, or te reduce the vulnerability of comnúnities to the
danage and loas of life that would otherwise occur.
However, even if risks cannot be assessed accurately, and reliance has
to be put on intuitive risk assessments based perhaps only on local
anecdotal knowledge, a systematic and planned response is nevertheless
still more efficient than "crisis response" following disasters.
Care has to be taken, however, not to 'over-plan': over-preparedness is
expensive and may mean that disaster mitigation itself is subsequently
discredited when disasters do not occur. Planning and decision-naking is
not a nechanistio science but involves judgement requiring skills in
nany disciplines, rather than the simple application of rule-books.
Three issues are important: first, policy guidelines and strategies„
second, planning and decision-raking techniques, and, thirdly, expected
outputs.
POLICY GUIDEL=
Disaster mitigation involves complex decisions, net least because it is
concerned with events that may have a low probability of occurrence.
Investment in disaster mitigation may almo be expensive. Therefore it is
necessary te coasider carefully the efficiency with which these scarce
resources are uoed.
A number of decision-naking techniques can assist this choice of
disaster mitigation polioles, plana and projecta. These techniques are
founded on a number of policy guidelines, including the following:
Efficient allocation of resources. Expenditure on disaster
mitigation mearas that other uses of the scarce resources cannot
be nade: the opportunity for other expenditure must be forgone.
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The economic health of the country in question is affected by
decisions concerning disaster mitigation.
Therefore, the efficiency of expenditure on disaster ndtigation
must be naxindsed, and the resources allocated to disaster
mitigation should be valued at their 'opportunity cost' (the
value to society of the next best alternative use of those
'resources).
4

Compreheusive planning and decision-naking. Decision-naking for
disaster nitigation can easily be dominated by short-term
considerations, especially innediately after a disaster or the
threat of a disaster which will create a 'window of
opportunity'. However, policies, plana and proJects developed in
this way without due cara are liable to be ineffective or
inefficient, and to have unintended consequences.
Therefore, decision-naking for disaster ndtigation should be as
conprehensive as pcssible, and revIew a range of alternativa
strategies against olear criteria (such asecononIC efficiency,

or social equity) so that objectives are net and the perfornance
is evaluated to ensure the spread and continuation of best
practices.
Planning and decision naking is a continuous process. It is not
something that is only undertaken occasionally, when it appears
necessary, or by particular agencies which have 'planning' in
their tities. Disaster mitigation planning should occur in
virtually all agencies, all of the time, at a level
proportionate to the risks being faced.
Therefore adoptlon of more systenatic approaches can be
initiated at any stage and not just with the definition of a new
problem or the occurrence of a disaster: it is advisable not to
wait until everything is In place before begInning the disaster
mdtigation planning process.
Adopting these poltcy guidelines neans that a wider range of appraisal
is necessary than is often used in evaluating disaster nitigation plana.
This wider range is reflectad, first, in the decision naking techniques
discussed below. It is also reflectad, secondly, in the appraisal
franework discussed in the section of this Executive Sunnary on the role
of government, which demonstrates the need for careful analysis of both
government policies and disaster nitigation projects (page XX).
PLAYgIHG: A MULTI-LEVEL APPROACH
Planning should take place at all leveis of government and the
comnunity. Particularly important are the following levels:
Hational master plan.

'libere the scale of disasters facing
a country warrants a national
approach, a national master plan
will give a framework within which
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regional and local comnunity
planning can take place;
Regional planning.

A regional approach is necessary to
ensure that all sectors are taken
into account when making decisions
and when allocating disaster
mitigation resources. It should
aleo ensure that local connunities
work together to maximise the
effectiveness of safety neasures,
especially when coordinated action
covering whole river catchnents or
other large geographical areas is
necessary.

Connunity-level planning.

The community needs to harness its
United resources in the most
efficient way, with a systenatic or
planned approach to using its
energies to the maximum effect.
Such community plans need not be
written statements, but should be
the subject of community debate and
agreement on a chosen plan of
action 'on the ground'.

A national-level organisation with disaster mitigation responsibilities
should monitor the activities of other planning organisations at lower
levels of government.
DECISION-MAKIEG STRATEGIES AND TECRWIQUES
Decision-making
A number of ideas about systematic decision-making exist but it is
generally recognised that decisions should be nade in a logical sequence
rather than in a random or disjointed manner.
This logical sequence is characterised in Figure 1, which shows that a
number of steps are required between the definition of the problem - the
risk assessment - and its solution. Implementation is followed by the
analysis of the performance of the measures adopted, so that lessons
learnt are reflectad in futuro decisions:

Problem

This is a risk assessed as being
serious enough to warrant concerted
action to protect vulnerable
property and lives.
This information arises out of an
efficiently executed risk
assessment programme, as discussed
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Figure 4.1
Systenatic decision making (from }(itchell, 1971)
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in the previous Section of this
Executive Sumnary. It takes the
forro of maps, data and other
information on hazards and on
vulnerable communities, buildings
and economic activties.
Goals/objectives

Goals set standards of disaster
mitigation, in the forro of levels
of protection, such as the number
of buildings or people protected
within a given time scale, or at a
certain overall cost.

Criteria

Criterio are 'benchmarks' against
which decisions are nade, and are
set in relation to the problem
lde:ntified and the objectives set.
They can include technical,
economic, political and other
criteria and they need to be ranked
in order of importance.
Economic criteria right include
prescribed levels of costeffectiveness, or the relation
between benefits and costo, or
simply cost limito. Technical
criteria right include a specified
design Life, a certain given
standard of safety, while
social/cultural criteria right
involve protecting certain heritage
sites, cultural monuments, or
particular minority communities, or
equity of treatment for all people
affected.

Alternative strategies

A rango of strategies inust be
evaluated against the criterio
adoptes, to determine which most
easily or successfully meets the
objectives set in relation to that
criterio. Thus structural solutions
should be compared with nonotructural alternatives, and short
tern solutions compared with longer
tern investment. The range of
choice of alternatives should be
vide enough te encompass oil
polioles, plano and projects that
are technically, economically,
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politically and environmentally
feasible.
Plan

The plan adopted will be a
strategy (or a number of
strategies) to be implemented in a
given timescale at a given cost. It
should be areagreed statement or
understanding of how the goals and
objectives are to be met, perhaps
as a series of projects, and
include arrangenents for plan
Implementation.

Implementation

This involves putting the plan finto
action, through the investment of
resources in completing projects
designed to meet the objectives as
outlined in the plan.

Performance evaluation

The performance of the projects
that constitute the plan should be
evaluated in a systematic manner to
determine the extent to which the
objectives are met and the problem
solved. Performance evaluation
should begin at the initiation of
Implementation, so that correctives
can be applied to the projects and
plan at an early stage if feedback
indicates that alternative
decisions would better meet the
objectives that have been set.
The real test of performance of
mitigation measures will come when
disaster next strikes, but planners
and government should not watt for
this disaster event but should be
continually monitoring the
efficiency of mitigation measures
ahead of that disaster occurrance

The 'ideal' decision making seqLence aboye is not always achievable.
In reality, planning and decision-making is a continuous process and the
adoption of more systematic approaches can be initiated at any stage and
not just with the definition of a new problem or the occurrence of a
disaster. Thus, the evaluation of past disaster mitigation strategies or
projects may indicate better strategies, or the emergence of new
criteria can create alternative objectives.
Furthermore, as stressed throughout this Surmary and the accompanying
Manual, decisions cannot be separated from their economic and political
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context. Therefore the 'ideal' decision-naking sequence in Figure 1 has
been modified, and made more complex, to give the situation shown in
Figure 2. Here the decision-making sequence begins with any catalyst
(not just a disaster) and is distorted by national economic influences,
sectional interests, post-rationalisation of decisions already nade, and
lack of adequate technical inputs including risk and vulnerability data.
Nevertheless, adopting the systenatic stops involved in good decision
making and shown in Figure 1 should be the atan of all concerned with
disaster mitigation, so that the objectives in tercos of vulnerability
reduction can be achieved in the most effícient manner possible.
Econooic appraisal techniques
Efficient allocation of a disaster-prone nation's scarce resources is
assisted if projects and polioles are subject to some foro of economic
analysis to determine whether the investment in the proposed policies,
plana and projects would yield a higher return to the nation or the
community if spent in some other way. In this respect it should not be
forgotten that disaster mitigation is both expensive and risky.
?any techniques have been devised to quantify the worthwhileness of this
type of expenditure. These techniques, however, have many problens and
unthinkirg application of, for example, benefit-cost analysis will lead
to considerable problema, not least when attempting to evaluate loas of
Life. Nevetheless sone foro of comparison of the costa of disaster
mitigation with the outcomes of that investment should begin to suggest
that decision-nakers ask whether that expenditure is useful, worthwhile
or the best use of those scarce resources.
?'[any different approaches are available, and the techniques chosen will
vary with the perspective of the user and the degree of sophistication
possible in the particular circunstances. In addition to financial
appraisal, which judges the returns to those investing in disaster
mitigation, there is a range of economic analysis methods. Two basic
alternatives are as follows:

4 Cost effectiveness
analysis

This attempts to produce the most
effective solution to a particular
problem at a given, set, cost. It
relegates economic efficiency to a
second order of importance, in
relation to technical or other
considerations. The approach is
also often used where many of the
benefits of investment are
'intangible' and therefore cannot
be quantified in any comprehensive
benefit-cost analysis.
Cost effectiveness analysis of
disaster mitigation plans and
projects would assess the lowest
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Figure 4.2
Decision making in a political context
(from Penning-Rowsell et al 1986)
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cost methods of achieving the
chosen strategy for ninimising
clamase and loso of life from
natural disasters.
This approach should be used when the benefits arising from
disaster mitigation are unclear, or wbere there is a given
amount of money for disaster mitigation that could not be
increased even if it could be shown to be worthwhile to
spend more. The drawbacks of this approach are that sone of
the money spent may not be wisely used, and that either more
or leas resources could be the better solution for the
country and communities concerned.
* Benefit-cost analysis This attempts to maxinisé tbe
economic efficiency of investment
decisions by comparing the costa of
plans and proJects with their
anticipated benefits, These
benefits and costo are measured at
tbeir opportunity costa - that is
tbe value of the next-best
opportunities for those resources and uses indices such as the
benefit-cost ratio or net present
worth to rank projects in tercos of
their economic efficiency.
"Extended" benefit-cost analysis
and Environmental Impact Assessnent
are techniques for attempting to
incoporate non-market products of
investment in this kind of
analysis, such as social equity or
environmental and cultural
resources.
In disaster mitigation, sone forro
of benefit cost analysis (fully
quantified or otherwise) would

assess the costa of z1tigation
plans and proJects (in terms of
capital ezoendlture or revenue
costa) and coupare Uds with the
likely economic outcanes,
ultilAntely in terris of increased
grass national product of the
country concerned.
This approach requires more data than cost-efiectiveness
analysis, and is more tine-consuming. Fiowever it should mean
that the scarce resources available for disaster mitigation
are used tn the wlsest possib]e way, and that the intended
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effects of that investment (that is, the benefits) are
clearly identified for subsequent monitoring during the
inplementation stages of disaster mitigation.
Nevertheless, economic appraisal of disaster mitigation cannot be
complete, or an answer in itself, because many non-economic aspects of
hazards and disasters need Glose attention in decision-making. The
approach does, however, provide a franework for identifying which
decisions are most economically efficient, and a systematic approach to
the allocation of scarce resources.
Many different levels of analysis are possible, from the simple and
intultive to the sophisticated and computer-based. The Manual includes
exanples and recomnendations of all of there, and reconnendations about
how to make quick decisions in circumstances of limited data. The prime
inportance is to give decision-makers the benefits of a systematic
framework within which to make their decisions.
These decisions may ultinately be political or dominated by other
constraints which over-ride the economic analysis, but at least the
decision maker will appreciate the economic coste of those political
decisions.
OUTPUTS FROM PLANNING AJO DECISION-MAKIWG
The outputs from systematic planning and decision-making will be olearcut decisions that link economic considerations and safety to factors
such as protecting hunan life and cultural issues.
The mitigation proJects will have considered all available alternative
strategies, including 'doing nothing', and will have involved a wide
rause of consultations with those affected so that the approaches
adopted will have the support of local communities and political
leaders.
The plans will be more realistic in that their Implementation will have
been considered as part of the plan-making procese, and the solutions
adopted should link as closely as possible to the risks identified and
the valnerability of the population affected.
As part of the appraisal procese both governnent polioles and
lnstitutions will have been evaluated. In the former case this will
ensure that there are not contradictory but unintended policies in
related spheres of government that are exacerbating risks and increasing
vulnerability. In the latter case, a systematic approach will evaluate
whether the structure and powers of governrrent systems are appropriately
tailored to the required disaster mitigation tasks.
Plans and projects resulting from good decision making and adequate
appraisal should ensure that the scarce resources of disaster-prone
countries are not wasted en schemes that are not cost-effective or
economically efficient.
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In this way disaster mitigation can assist the development process by
ensuring that wise decisions are taken and that investment in disaster
mitigation gives the country concerned the best return from all
available resources and helps thereby to prenote self-sufficiency and
resilience to disasters that might occur in the futura.
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5, EFFECTIVE IMPLEMENTATION OF
A STRATEGY FOR RISK REDUCTION

Implementation involves
converting a disaster
mitigation plan finto reality
'on the ground°: it is the
introduction, development,
evaluation and maintenance of
disaster mitigation measures.
It is thus a vital stage in
disaster pla,nnivN,9 and
follows on from risk assessment
and planning, since wlthout
Implementation nothJng is
achieved.

15rsets for Mitigation Implementation
The preceding sections of this manual have covered the process of Risk
Analysis and Decision Making. In turning to the subject of
implementation it is e ssential to recognise that protection is being
provided with two objectives:
(a) to reduce deaths and injuries;
(b) to reduce property losses of buildings and economic assets.
These losses could be direct (i.e. immediate damage as a result of the
disaster impact) or they could be indirect (i.e. longer-terco damage
to livelihocds as a result of a factory being out of production for a
long period of time). Indirect losses are likely to be fess tangible
but can be of a greater, far-reaching social and econanic impact than
the highly visible direct losses.
Dlfferent measures are needed to select targets and address these
-situations, and the Decision Making process already identified has
described a systematic way to determine suitable arcas requiring
protection.
In ldentifying targetl, for mitigation it is important to emphasise
that they are all moving targets
none are static. As patterns
of vulnerability rapldly changa, due to such pressures of urbanisation,
env1ronmental degradat:Ion and population growth, assessment techniques,
implementation strategies and mitigation actions will also need to
adapt to relate to thls dynamic context.
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POLICY GUIDELIYES

There are three key policy guldelines for the effective implementation
of an integrated strategy to reduce risks from natural hazards:
The major opportunity to develop and/or implement measures Will
occur in the wake of a najor disaster. This is due to the
temporary high profile of disaster preventive action, which
should be taken advantage of to secure resources and decisions.
Tberefore, plans should be developed and where there are
political or otber nbstacles to tbeir implementation they should
be maintained in readiness for Implementation at the appropriate
time, suco as when a disaster provides the necessary
opportuntity for swift action.
4

Experience indicates that the peor are minket at risk from
disasters.
Priority is necessary for appropriate neasures to protect the
the peor and tleir property. Such measures Will include
econonic inputs and community level prograsses.
A balanced implementation strategy includes 'fail safe' neasures
which can be used if other neasures are not acceptable or are
not efficient.
Therefore, it is advisable not to confine nitigation te a single
reasure, suco as laws. Implenenting hazard mitigation planning
is strongest when there is an interrelated strategy of s.any
parallel approaches.

These policy guidelines wtll affect the requirenents and mochanisms to
be adopted, the type of reasures implemented, and the strategy and
tactics adopted for implementation.

U.N.D.R.O. Disaster Mitigation itanual: Draft Executive Sumnary
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IPYLEXENTATION: REQUIREXENTS AND XECHANISNS
The plan of a castle symbolises a balanced strategy for risk reduction.
Each bastion represento one of the necessary vital elements to protect
lives and property. This castle netaphor is useful for two reasons:
first, the Implementation
strategy has to be as strong as
possible to resist the powerful
and extreme forces that are
uniquely experlenced in a
disaster. Secondly, just as
nany castles have collapsed by
internal neglect rather than
external pressures, the
strategy has te be strong
enough to withstand public and
political apathy that
inevitably prevails in the long
period Between the stimulus of
mejor c, isasters.
The following are nitre crucial
requirements and nechanisns for
effective Implementation: they
are the bastions of the castle.
Castle Implementation Symbol
Fig 5.1
Governnental resources
i. Political will and cornitment. Without strong pressure from the centres
of political power in a given country to introduce, develop and maintain
disaster protection neasures, then all other activities are likely to be
at best token responses. Political will is most likely to originate
from the najor failure oi neasures to counter a disaster. Therefore
responsible and concerned officials may need to draft their proposals
down te the last detall and await the inevitable disaster, which will
serve as a catalyst and leed to positive and rapid action without the
delay in plan formulation at that stage.
"1. Resources. No disaster nitigation strategy can succeed without sone
resources, however yodest, and the allocation of these resources from
other competing government or private sources requires power to be
exercised in fa your of disaster mitigation rather than those other
functions of governnent.
Such effective management may grow out of the annual task of preparing
the national budget. For the expenditure of modest sumo of money on a
continuel basies, there ere mejor potential beneflts in lives that can be
saved and property protected. This is both the aim and output of a
balanced risk reduction strategy.
3. Goverrzt Moduls. An excellent way to comunícate the need for safe
envíronments is for governments to provide au example of safe practica
so that all the buildings or services they construct and maintain are
built to high safety standards. This will have two effects, firstly
the designero, builders and engineers who construct in a safe manner
will learn from this experience. Secondly, the physical environment
will become progressively safer in key areas where protection is of
paramount importance.
U.r.D.R.O. Di:Raster Hitlgation
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agency or even officials to have the overall responsíbility for coordinating risk reduction actions. Laws can be drafted by one sector of
a government which bear no relationship to how they will be inplemented
by another, for example how they are financed or t ught. Such laws may
even prescriba safety measures which have still to be developed by yet
another government agency.
Therefore effective implementation of disaster mitigation requires
strong management, to integrate all elements Intel a cohensive pattern.
Disaster mitigation also requires foresight. Without this leadership
and skills at many different levels of government, and in the private
sector,,implementation will be slow and patchy.
Knowledge and skills.
E, Public awareness. Via their taxes the public gays for risk reduction
measures, and many will be involved directly or indirectly in their
Implementation, particularly their naintenance. Therefore the public
needs te be informed about the nature of hazards, their vulnerability,
and about safety mensures. Also the 'motor' that drives a risk reduction
strategy, and puts continua pressure en governnents, is a heightened
public awareness of the issues and opportunities for protective action.
.it the specific level of preparedness planning the public will be
directly involved in local community level safety precautions.
Implementation of effective disaster mitigation is also likely to
require developing new programes or new works. This will require many
different skills, from those of the disaster relief agency to those of
the scientist and engineer.

6

Training and education. After a disaster strikes, a long term education
programe is likely te be necessary to prevent the recurrence of similar
disasters in the future. Therefore if buildings have failed in an
earthquake, or crops have been lost through flood Impact, then it will
be necessary to educate archltects or agriculturalists in techniques to
resist these processes. Builders and farmers need to be trained how to
apply improved hazard resistant techniques.
New laws requiring innovative measures will always imply that someone is
trained to use them. Therefore this education element in disaster
mitigation is vital, yet because of its low political profile it remaba
the most neglected of all the mitigation measures.

7.

Research and development. Implem,entation will be effective and
efficient if it builds en a continuing programe of rtesearch and
debvelopment in all aspecto of disaster mitigation, including risk
assessment, planning, the effectiveness of alterantives mensures and the
perfornace of mitigation planning itself.
Restrictions and incentivos

g.

Legal frauework. Laws represent restrictions for governments and
comunities but -they are essential for disaster mititgation
Implementation for two reasons: first, they establish safety standards,
and secondly, they constitute a vital element in public education.

U.I.D.R.O. Disaster KItigation Hanual: Draft Executive Summary

However there are persistent problems in their introduction and use.
Often they are hastily drafted and enacted after a disaster to express
political concern. To achieve Leste they may be based on an
inappropriate model that relates to a totally different culture or
economic situation. Thus, the California Seismic Design Code has formed
the basis for earthquake safety codes throughout Latin America, in many
highly inappropriate situations.
A further problem concerns law enforcenent. Many peor countries simply
cannot afford to set up an adequate system to enforce laws - and
consequently legal controls lose their essential public respect.
The final problem concerns the relevance of laws to the peor.
Frequently standards of building that require additional expenditure are
enshrined in laws which are totally irrelevant to peor fandlies. World
Bank statistics indicate that just under 50% of the world's population
of 5,000 million currently survive on an annual average income of $270
or leas: to them the costa of disaster mitigation are an awesone burden.
9, Cash incentives. As a contrast te the 'stick' of legal constraints,
cash incentives provide a 'carrot° that can offer inducements for
individual families, entire communities or large companies te adopt
disaster resistance.
Incentives can include cash grants or low interest loans to family units
to make their homes more resistant to high winds. Or they can extend to
an entire community who may use a 'community incentive grant' to raise
the ground floor level of their honres to make then flood resistant.
Reduced insurance preniums can be used to encourage middle-income
lamines to build aboye flood Plains, and tax incentives can be offered
to the private sector to comply with hazard resistant building codes in
the design of office buildings, factories etc.
RIbK. REDUCTION XEASURES
Implementation includes usíng the many 'neans' to apply specific safety
measures. These measures are in two categories - those that are
structural (i.e. flood barriers) and those that are non-structural (i.e.
hazard/disaster warning systems).
These measures are nornally developed through the difficult process of
learning from failure, and devising improved ways to resist the forces
of flood, high winds or seismic impact. They will be implemented in a
wide variety of sectors: building construction, agriculture, forestry,
industry and the essential 'lifeline' services - telephones, water,
sanitation, roads etc.
The effectiveness of any of there risk reduction measures can be
evaluated in two ways. First, by their general acceptance and
nornalisation, as they are absorbed luto the bread programe of
development as natural elements of good (or normal) practico. Secondly,
by their testing in a disaster, followed by subsequent damage surveys
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that will inevitably result in further fine-tuning o' the safety
measures.
STRATEGY AND TACTICS
Implementing an integrated disaster mitígation strategy will be speeded
up when attention is given to the six key issues set out below:

ff

The timing of neasures and their introduction: the need to
capitalise on disaster impact (or even sone other country's
disaster) in order to stimulate political concern.
Therefore, advantage
begin the process of
inplenentation, even
inadeguate data have

must be taren of disaster situations to
disaster zitigation planning and
if this ieans that certain problema such as
te be ignored in the short tern.

integrating the elements. A continual need will
exist te balance an effective risk reduction strategy
whilst
integrating the various elements already identified.
The order in which the measures are developed is of critical
importance. Perhaps an ideal sequence would be: public
awareness leading te political will, leading to management,
leading to the parallel and interactive processes of drafting
laws and the development or risk reduction mensures. Finally
training/education and cash incentives will be required to apply
such measures.
Most countries will have some of these elements already in place
which may be highly effective. In this situation the strategy
will be te develop other protection elements to support and
build upen existing strengths, and begin the long process of
constucting a mitigation measure which might not yet exist in
any shape or farm.
Therefore, disaster ndtigation should not concentrate on a
single neAsure, but should adopt a nulti-level approach
involving a long ti.are-scale.
• Focussing en key areas where action is =net needed. The focus
of the strategy will be on overall protection of an entire
community and its property. However given United resources and
unequal patterns of vulnerability, the risk assessment and
planning processes shouid identify priority targets for safety
measures.
This sharp focus should first be aimed towards the vulnerable
peor. Secondly, it will be directed by certain criteria leading
towards other priority targets such as:
-

the maxiumum number of people to be protected for given
resources (i.e. protecting multi-occupancy buildings rather
than índividually occupied dwellings);

Disaster Mitigation Manual: Draft Executive Sunnary
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-

'lifelife services' (i.e. water, sanitatieJ, medical
facilities, communication systems etc);

-

elements of long-term economdc importance rather than short
terco (i.e. protect factories rather than shops);

-

food stocks.

Therefore, prioritisation is an eFisential part ofiapleaentation
of disasier Lit.fgation strategies.
* Building an effective management system. An effective
management co-ordtnation system is essential, but as the castle
symbol suggests, management may well be self-defeating if it is
based upen a hierarchial =del which is unresponsive to
community needs. Rather, Implementation needs,to be a balanced
participetory system in order te relate to the diversity of
]evels of cemmunity and te governmental agencies in the varicus
sectozs, ministries and administrative structures.
Therefore, effective co-ordination will enbrace all the spheres
of governrent, the prívate sector, non-governmental agencies and
the concerned coanrunity.
4

Linking ell disaster mdtigation measures loto norcnal practice. A
Fe
successful stryey will be to 'lose' the risk reduction measure
lato normal practice. Put another way, risk reduction measures
need to be absorbed ante the development programme of any hazard
prone developing country.
Architects, engineers, Nouse builders, honre owners and occupants
in many developed countries have become so familiar with fire
resistant building measures that they virtually cease to notice
theír existence. This may have the negative Impact of creating
a false soase of security, but in positive terms it means that
fire protection has been absorbed lato building practice and
public awareness, causing a maicr but hidden reduction in
vulnerabllity.
A parallel of this process is te compare the way preventative
medicine has been gradually accepted as a normal process of
public health care in all responsible communities.
Therefore, the ¿lin in laplezenting preventative risk reduction
.::asures will b< to incorporate them into governaent structures,
tradit!ons, curricula, lows, training scheaes, normal credit
systems of financial incentives, political practices and public
awareness.
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As has been repeatedly stated, mitigation íS
most effective when a variety of strategies are adopted (as the castle
symbol of Fig. 5.1 indicated). In addition a diversity of implementation
technieques are needed which will be ind 4,:ated in the next section.
These varied strategies and techníques should ideally operate in parallel.
Therefore a subtle balance is needed between diverse forces rather than
ceSying a single course of action at the expense of another. The
ollowing five balances are typical examples:

haintainins a balance.

Structural
measures
7717,
7

Non -st- ructural
ineasa, 3
'1,12UZ

incentives1
Jzssr

e Structural measures such as the
actual strengthening of buildings
against earthguakes balanced with a
non-structural measure of training
local builders to implement such
technigues.
•Restrictions such as bye-laws or
land-use controls balanced against
incentives such as cash grants, tax
remission to achieve safety, or for
middle class and commercial targets
the use of insurance.
e Short-terco needs to achieve rapid
results, such as building controls
balanced against long-tem ncods
like the developent of a
comprehensive land-use planning
system for all hazard-prone areas.
e High cost technical, or
technological measures such as the
development of a computer-based
warning system balanced against the
need to introduce low-cost
ccmrnunity level measures that will
be relevant to a non-technical,
low-income public such as advice on
the dangers of building homes on
steep unstable slopes or on
within seismic areas or locations
subject to landslides.

WIM16.11~1.1.511bRIERUIrd11141111649.0:02•11~WIMIZIMP

Government
11
Actions

e Governmental actions such as the
introduction of new seismic safety
legislation balanced by activities
undertaken by non-governmental
orgarusations such as community
based programes to build flood
walls to contain rivers to avoid
damage to honres and settlements.

Thereforel an effective and carefully maintained strategy is likely to
be a balance between many forces or activities, which may be in
conflict with each other for funding support, or on account of their
relationship to various government agencies or ministries.
Or, as can be seen in the aboye balances, the contrasts are between
extremely varied criteria, which implies the need for well informed
officiais managíng the mitigation process.

This diagram indicates the following typical measures:
A.

Slope Stabilisation
(against earthquake induced landslides, raro induced landslides,
erosion, mudslides, etc.)

B.

Protective walls to contain rivers
(against slow-rising and flash flood impact).

C.

Protective bunds or dykes
(against flood or cyclone induced coastal surges).

D.

Raising the level of settlements or individual house units
(against flood Impact, cyclone induced coastal surges or
tsunamis).

E.

Flood control measures
(these include land drainage, water storage, warning systems,
water flow controls).

F.

Planting of shelter breaks
(against cyclone force winds by varied tree or shrub planting
measures).
Note: Planted shelter breaks against cyclone wind speeds will be
of two types, firstly a belt along exposed coastal areas of up to
several hundred metres wide to break up the severe force of winds
and also to stabilise sandy soils against erosion caused in storm
surges, and also circular planting belts surrounding entire
exposed settlements. The circular fono is essential due to the
rotation of cyclone winds there will be no obvious prevailing
direction of winds. (This is the reason why the shelter break
appears twice on Figure 1.)

G.

The relocation of settlements
rlhis is an option in certain severe situations but there will be
strictly limited opportunities to relocate particularly unsafe
settlements at risk from all types of hazard. (See pago 46,
item 4.2 -- Relocation of settlements in Shelter after Disaster,
UNDRO, United Nations 1982, for a fuller treatment of the
relocation issue.)

2. Building Safety Measures
These are relatad to toree diverse contexts:
(1) Reconstruction planning
(2) New building within hazar-prone areas
(3) The existing building stock.

MITIGATION ACTIONS
noted aboye,
Having adopted the strategy ¿Ind taWbiGG
this section of the manual will address a number of practical actions
that could result from this methodical approach. The focus will be
maintained on building or building related measures. However, it is
important to note that there are appropriate mitigation actions that
can be followed in other sectors of environmental planning such as
agriculture, forestry, soil stabilisation, fisheries and industry, eut
they all remain outside the scope of this project, with the exception
of a b.ief reference to tree shelter breaks as they relate to the
protecion of human settlements.

'iHE IMPTPMENTATION OF MITIGATION MEASURES

1. Fnvironmental Measures
{hese can be dividedinto two categories, firstly the environmental
measures described below:

Environmental Measures that relate to the Zfe Siting of Settlements
(See Figure 1 for a visual description)

Fig 1. 010GRAM INDICATING THE RANGO OF CERTAIN EHVIROYMENTAL PROTECTION NEASURES TO PROVIDE PROTECTIOM
FROM CYCLONES, FLOODING. EROSION AND LANDSLIDE
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ENVIRONMENTALPROTECTIONMEASURESTO PROVIDEPROTECTION
CYCLONES, FLOOD ING, EROSIONANDLANDSLIDE

u
The first reconstruction con,_ext is the easiest option to apply in
view of the availability of funds and high political necessity to take
appropriate and tangible action to rebuild. Normally it is not
difficult to incorporate safety measures into this process.
The second 'new building' context is never an easy path, but is can
occur particularly in the aftermath of a disaster when there is a high
leve' of sensitivity to the need for improved safety to people and
Structures.
The third 'existing building stock' context is foniadable in the scope
and scale of what is required. Existing buildings/settlements may be
regarded as perhaps 95% of the problem in most countries whilst
categories (1) and (2) may together constitute as little as 5%.
Therefore selected targets need to be identified by adopting a stong
prioritisation poilicy that will start with'lifeline buildings (see
page
CONTEXT 1
Reconstruction Planning
Reconstruction offers thebest'environment' for the introduction of new
safety measures. The mensures described in the subsequent sections
can be uniquely introduced at this time. However, there are two major
conflicts to note;
-

The frequent conflict between FAST and SAFE reconstruction.

-

The necessity to balance the forces of REFORM (which should
always include safety measures) with the even more powerful
forces of CONSERVATISM, where authorities and citizens desire to
replícate theexisting settlement.

Evidence would suggest that the forces of refoim and conservatism
need to be carefully balanced since the demanda of safety (or urban
improvements that don't relate specifically to hazard reduction) are
cbviously essential. But in addition the equally potent demand for
cUltural continuity is a necessity for the community in order to
retain the image of the previous destroyed or damaged settlement, in
the rebuilt environment.
For further information on the opportunities in reconstruction
planning to introduce mitigation measures, see itero 4.1
'Reconstruction: The Opportunity for Risk Reduction and Refolm l ,
pagel 39-45, Shelter after Disaster, UNDRO, United Nations, 1982.
ODNTEXT 2
New Buildings within Hazard-prone Areas
rthe new building work can be in the reconstruction context (as noted
aboye with its special considerations) or within the normal process of
new development (see Fig. 2 for a diagramatic representation of the
mensures to achieve safety).

Fig. 2. SUMMARY OF MEASURES TO ACHIEVE SAFETY IN THE DESIGN OF NEW BUILDINGS

C. Relationship of building
to adjacent auilding

F. Structural
Design

B. Shape of building

E. Building details suchas
doors opening outwards
in seismic areas (to
permit rapId escape)
or shutters on windows
in cyclone-prone areas

. Street widths
A. Siting relative to
soil conditions
and topography

SUMMARY OF SAFETY FACIORS
A.

Hazard Resistant Siting

This will relate to soil conditions, topcgraphy, avoidance of unstable
slopes, seismic faults, proximity to flood-prone coastal or river
situations.
B.

Configuration of Buildings

This relates to two factors, firstly that of urban folm and the
proximity of one building to another , and secondly to the shape of a
building relative to hazard impact. For example, certain shapes of
buildings (rectangles) have a higher seismic resistance than other

forms (L shaped or E shaped structures). In a similar manner the
conf iguration of buildinc„ is vitally important in cyclone-prone
areas.
C. Relationship of Building to Adjacent Buildings
In earthquake, landslide, and cyclone hazards one building can
severely damage another as it moves, collapses or as debris is blown
from it to another structure. Therefore the proximity of one building
to another is highly critical, and it will vary according to the
specific hazard. Inevitably this factor raises a conflict in areas
of high Censity such as squatter settlements where every available
square melte of land is developed. In new zoning controls it is
essential to incorporate requirements that control building
relationships, with specific advice on the spacing of buildings.
D.

Street Widths

A related isste to the proximity of buildings is a concern to preserve
street w2dths to approximately twice the height of buildings. This
requirement is for two reasons, firstly in the case of earthquake
impact falling debris will pose lens of a hazard in wide strccts,
rather than very narrow ones for people who have managed to escape
from their homes. Secondly, if streets are two narrow it is always a
major problem for emergency vehicles (ambulances, fire engines, etc)
to gain access for rescue or fire-fighting purposes.
However, it is pragmatic to recognise the conflicts in this advice in
hot climates where shade is needed or in high density zones where wide
streets diminish already meagre land holdings.
E.

Building Details

The development of behaviourial studies of occupants of buildings
during disaster impact is revealing important data on such matters as
the most effective escape routes, whether external doors do need to
opon outuards in seismio areas, etc. In addition, window and shutter
details are critically important in areas subject to high winds ín
order to avoid a building's roof being blown off by internal pressure.
F.

Structural Desian

There are obvious design implications in creating structures to resist
the impact of abnorrnal seismic, wmnd or flood water forres. Whilst
knowledge is well established for high investment building technology
(engineeled structures) there are extensive vernacular building
traditicas where there is very limited knowledge of precise structural
safety requirements. This is an appropriate target for research and
development initiatives.
ODNTEXT 3
Existing Building Stock
Attention to this category can involve physical measures as well as
planning measures. (See Fig. 3 for a summary of measures to achieve
safety in the improvament of existing structures.)
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Fig. 3. SUlDiARY OF MEASURES TO ACHIEVE SAFETY
IN EXISTING BUILDINGS
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Retrofit measu
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Lifeline infrastructure such as sewers,
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PHYSICAL MEASURES
A. Derolition of Unsafe Buildings
In certain instances where buildings have been severely damaged in a
disaster, where they are highly vulnerable, or where they are a
lifeline installation, demolation may be the only appropriate
solution. However, given economic realities this will be a rarely
used option.
Demolition may relate to specific unsafe building elements, such as
unbuttressed parapet walls, tall unreinforced chirnneys, etc.

B.

Retrofit

Structural measures will neet to be adopted. Typical examples of this
¡:ircx::ess in a seismic region could be to remove dangerous parapet
walls, or to insert structural measures such as sheer walls or
triangulated bracing. In areas subJect to high,winds, measures could
include strengthening tl1e rCXlf structural connections, installing
shutters on all windows, and in buildings within surge areas to mcélify
the substructure so that all supporting walls are at right angles to
the flow of flood waters.
In view of the vast cost in strengthening 911 buildings against hazard
impact it is necessary to be highly selective and a subsequent topic 'Lifeline Measures '(see bel o w) will address the issue of establishing
priorities.
In flcx:d-prone areas it may be possible to rebuild a house on a raised
base. (Tlns is particularly appro¡:iriate for timber frame structures.
A neglected area of the subject is the need to repair damaged
structures in a safe manner. S¡:iecialist advice will generally be
needed here since damage will we2ken a structure that may be bighlY_
vulnerable to future hazards. Therefore repairs will be needed that
are structural rather than cosmetic.
PIAT\JNING ME.ASURES
Following a structural analysis of buildings, certain vulnerable
structures rnay need to change their patterns of use. For exarnple, a
warehouse, with minimal cx:;cupation may replace a workplace with
multiple occu;>ation.
In a}l the ab::>ve actions to reduce risks a recurring theme has been
th� need to develop priorities, L-oth in new building and more
specifj cally in attention to tJ1e existing building stock. Tnerefore
the follcrwing tapie can relate to all t1rree contexts of
RE:x.. 'Onsl.n:ction,New Building and tlle Existing Building Stock.
LIF'ELIG"'E MEASURES l>.ND GOVER...�TT FODELS OF SAFE PRACTICE
A priority focus of governments will be on the safety of roads,
bridges, water supplies, sewage systerrlS, electrical a.nd telephone
services, and strateqic build.i.ngs such as radio/'IV stations, medJcal
buildings, r,olice stations, buildings of public assembly, schCXlls, etc.
OUTPUTS FROJ:!: IJU>LfüIBTIATIOll
The output of au effe:::tively iruplereented risk reducUon strategy is
protected lives and property, increase¿ local self-reliance, anl an

educated population able to plan itself to reduce its vulnerability to
future disasters.
But in much more specific terrns effective implernentation will apply with
a sharp focus to certain lives that are particularly at risk, and on
property that a given com:r:nunity cannot afford under any circu.mstances to
lose. Tbis will be the minimum standard of protection, but abo7e this,
as the strategy expands, it can e�brace all areas of life .
ln very few countries the development of protection will need to 'start
fro:m scratch' - wlth minimal :m.€:asures in place. In most countries
Cwhether industrialised ar developing) sorne of the :measures listed here
dnd in the full Manual will already exist - but they I!lB.Y need to be
deve]oped.
\Jbat is needed is a long time perspective, recognising' that it may take
at least 50 years to implement r.:ieasures step by step to build up a
strong 'castle' of jntegrated risk reduction.
But to reach the end of this road requires the first step to be taken.
That is where this Executive Summary, and the full Manual, will provi.de
both the :map for planning that route and certain key information on the
�ecessary technical details for building a sound, long-lasting and
sccially responsiva approach to disaster mitigation.
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